What's the goal for this course? Tables   -Open and 
Range Query
A range query is a search in a dictionary in which the exact key may not be entirely specified.
Range queries are the primary interface with multi-D data structures.
Remember Assignment #2? Give an algorithm that takes a binary search tree as input along with 2 keys, x and y, with xÃÃy, and prints all keys z in the tree such that xÃÃzÃÃy. • Quad Trees -Number of nodes is O(n(1+ log(∆/n))) where n is the number of points and ∆ is the ratio of the width (or height) of the key space and the smallest distance between two points -Height of the tree is O(log n + log ∆) -Supports insert, delete, find, nearest neighbor, range queries
Range Query Example

